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AN APPLICATION OF TIKHONOV'S METHOD TO
THE PROOF OF THE EXISTENCE OF THE
SOLUTION OF UNCOUNTABLE SYSTEM OF
PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

Abstract
The existence of the solution of Cauchy type problem for systems of partialdi�erential equations, indicated in the title, in assumption of continuity of theright hand sides of the system and initial datas is established by Tikhonov'smethod.

In 1934 for countable systems of ordinary di�erential equations A.N.Tichonov[1] proved the existence theorem uniqueness and under the additional conditions heproved the theorem for the solutions of Cauchy problem.But in 1935 he published in German [2] his famous �xed point principle in thelocal convex spaces and on its base he proved the existence theorem of the solutionfor cointable system ofof ordinary di�erential equations.In 1936 V.V.Nemytskii in his review paper [3] inventively conceived the results ofthe theory of �xed points in analysis and stated here A.N.Tikhonov's results, too. Inthe given paper, following A.N.Tikhonov and V.V.Nemytskii and taking into accountfamous now literature [4] on the base of Tikhonov's �xed point principle the authorobtains the theorem on the exostence of solution of Cauchy type problem for normaluncountable systems of �rst order partial di�erential equations (Under additionalconditions in his next paper the author establishes and proves the existence theoremof solutions of the given problems, also).
I. Auxiliary de�nitions and propositions.The following propositions are introduced by A.N.Tikhonov [2].Let R� be topological spaces, and fR�g will be called the Tikhonov's product ofthe topological spaces R�, at that the product of totality of any power, i.e. � 2M ,M be a set of arbitrary power.One point of such given space R is de�ned by the system of coordinates

f:::; x�; :::g ; x� 2 R� :
The system of point's neighborhoods x0 = �:::; x0�; :::	 is de�ned by the followingway. Any �nite number of neighborhoods u �x0�1� ; :::; u �x0�n� of the points x0�1 :::x0�n ,which belong to the spaces R�1 :::R�n is taken. The neighbourhood of the pointsx0 = �:::; x0�; :::	 by de�nition consists of all points x = f:::; x�; :::g with x� 2u �x0�i�, i = 1; n.By Tikhonov's theorem the product of bicompact spaces is also bicompact.Theorem (Tikhonov's principle). Under continuous mapping of convex bicom-pact set of some locally-convex linear topological space into its part there exists atleast one �xed point, [2].
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II. The existence theorem of solution of Cauchy type problem fornormal systems of countable number of �rst order partial equations.De�nition [1.2]. The fucntion of in�nitely many variables f (:::; y�; :::) is called

continuous, if for every " > 0 and �nite number 1) of arguments �1; :::; �n it will

be found such � > 0, that (for greater closeness to originals it is possible to transfer

here words: for �nite number of arguments �1; :::; �n will be)��f (:::; y�; :::)� f �:::; y0�; :::��� < ";
if ��y�i � y0�r �� < � �i = 1; n� :

Following A.N.Tikhonov and unlike him I considered the system with partialderivatives and prove the following proposition.Let us consider the normal system of �rst order partial di�erential equations:
@y��@t� = f�� (:::; tk; :::; x ; :::; yps; :::) ; (1)

where �; �;  are elements of the sets M of arbitrary power (may be di�erent).Theorem (Tikhonov type). System (1) has at least one solution, which takescontinuous initial data.
y�� �t0�� = y0�� = y0�� (tk 6=�; :::; x ; :::) ; (2)

if the right hand sides of f�� for all values y�� (�; � 2M) and for values 2)���t� � t0��� � a; ��x � x0�� � �	 ; �; �;  2M; 0 < a � 1; � � 1;
are de�ned, continuous and bounded

jf�� (:::; tk; :::; x ; ::; yps; :::)j �M��:
The proof is realized by the following way.If we'll put to continuous function f�� instead of y�� continuous functionsy�� (tk; :::; x ; :::), then we'll obtain also continuous function.Then system (1) is equivalent to the following system of integral equations

y�� (:::) = y0�� +
t�Z

t0�
f�� (:::) dt�: (3)

It is known, that points of the functional space C are de�ned as continuousfunctions of the variable x; jx� x0j � a, where the neighbourhood U from f0 (x)consists all f (x), for which jf (x)� f0 (x)j < ":
1Here during the print or as a result of inexact translation from German the de�nition was

distorted. In [3] Nemytskii doesn't indicate this de�nition. It is possible, that this is such form of
scramble of the work, applied by Hilbert [4].

2These values de�ne the domain of solutions. The correctness in global domain of de�nition (at
any �; �) follows from the result, and also newness for �rst order ordinary di�erential equations (as
for �xed �; �; so as 1 in sense for any �; �)
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This space C is normalized, and hence, topological and linear, at that the sumof f1 (x) and f2 (x) is de�ned as expression f1 (x) + f2 (x) and the product � andf (x) as expression �f (x).Now we consider (in C) the set of functions f (:::), for which the following twoconditions are ful�lled.1. y0�� �M��a � f (:::) � y0�� +M��a for �nite number of values � and �.
2. The derivative numbers of corresponding functions f (:::) by correspondingarguments t� are bounded under absolute quantity by number M��,���f 0t� (:::)��� �M��

/here �; � can be �xed, so and in the sense for any �; �/.Let's denote this set N��.By virtue of suppositions 1, 2 this set is bicompact (by virtue of Tikhonov'stheorem: the product of bicompact spaces is bicompact). On the other hand it isobvious, that this is convex set. For every �; � 2 M we'll put into correspondenceone copy of the space C : C�� and in every C�� we consider N��. Product of all C��we'll denote by C� ; its points are the systems of functions (:::; y�� (x) ; :::) ; �; � 2M .It is easy to see, that C� is a liner topological space, N is a product of all N��(�; � 2M). It is a bicompact convex set of the space C� .Transformation (3) has a sense for every point N and represents the mapping ofset N into itself.This transformation is continuous. Really, if
(:::; �z�� (tk; x) ; :::) and (:::; z�� (tk; x) ; :::)

is the image (:::; �y�� (tk; x) ; :::) and (:::; y�� (tk; x) ; :::), then
�z�� (tk; x)� z�� (tkx) =

t�Z
t0�
ff�� (tk; x ; �y�� (tk; x))�

�f�� (tk; x ; y�� (tk; x))g dt�; ��t� � t0��� � a:
For " > 0 and �1�1; :::; �n�n it will be found � > 0 and ���y�i�i � y�i�i�� < �, i.e.for neighbourhood of the point �y�i�i	 we have���z�i�i � z�i�i�� < "1a < ";

i.e. the neighbourhood U of the point �z�i�i	 ; where "1 < "=a by virtue of de�nitionof continuity of the function f��.So, the image of every point fy�� (tkx)g ; from this neighbourhood belongs toU , i.e. mapping (3) is continuous.By A.N.Tikhonov's �xed point theorem on there exists a �xed point of transfor-mation (3); the solution of system (3) is also the solution for system (1) and satis�esthe initial conditions (2).The requisite is proved.In above stated proof we can also folow the paper [3].
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